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OWNERSHIP & ACCESS 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
All land belongs to someone, whether it is an individual, company or public organisation.  Although there are rights 
of way over land for walking, this does not automatically mean that you can enter any cave or mine at will.  Access 
permission for abandoned mines can be rather complicated in some cases and you should ensure that you have full 
authority before using a mine.  This also applies to crossing surface land to reach an entrance, since the land owner 
may be different from the mine owner. 
At the current time (Dec 2015) there is a debate around whether the Countryside Rights of Way Act 2001applies to 
caving as it does not come under the list of excluded activities and potentially falls within the spirit of the act. 
Currently the BCA are investigating whether to pursue a change in the interpretation of the CRoW legislation after a 
membership vote in favour of the move. 
 
Replace all grilles, locks, gates or barriers, especially in areas where the public or livestock have access. 
 

2. OWNERSHIP 
 
In the case of a cave, getting access permission is simply a matter of having permission from the landowner but it is 
not always so simple in the case of a disused mine since there are several parties who may have an interest: 
 

 Landowner – the person who owns the surface land.  In some cases the landowner may not live 
locally and the land might be part of a large estate, eg. the Duke of Westminster owns a large 
tract of land in North Wales. 

 Leaseholder or Tennant – the person who lives on the land, possibly a farmer, may be only 
leasing it from another person who is the landowner. In such cases, you will also need their 
permission to cross the surface land to the mine entrance if there is no right of way to it. 

 Mineral Rights Owner – in some cases, land has been sold where the mineral rights have been 
retained by the original owner.  That person now has a right to remove the minerals under the 
land or to be paid a royalty if someone else does this.  If there is already a disused mine on the 
land, the owner of the mineral rights may have a say if your trips could interfere with the 
minerals still in situ. In some cases, you may even find that the mineral rights have become 
separated, eg. There may be different owners of the rights to limestone, lead and fluorspar.  As 
a matter of interest, in the case of separated mineral rights the landowner still owns the 
“space” in the disused mine where rock has been extracted. 

 Mineral Leaseholder – the operator of a mine has to obtain a lease from the owner of the 
mineral rights, usually with an agreement to pay a royalty to the owner.  Such leases usually ran 
for 21 years and there may still be an active lease for a mine that is now disused.  Since little 
mining activity has taken place over the last few years, it is unlikely that any mining leases are 
still valid for the majority of mines.  However, some slate and gold mines have been worked 
intermittently in recent years and such leases may still be in force, albeit the mine is not being 
worked.  If a lease is still current, then permission to enter the mine must be obtained from the 
lessee of the mineral rights. 

 Crown Commissioners – all gold in Britain belongs to the Crown and a licence has to be 
obtained from the Crown Commissioners to mine it. 

 Coal Authority – most coal in Britain used to belong to British Coal but these rights were 
transferred to the Coal Authority upon privatisation. 

 Natural Resources Wales / English Nature – if the mine itself or the surrounding land is part of 
a nature reserve or Site of Special Scientific interest (SSI), you may have to get permission from 
NRW or English Nature to use the mine. 

 Bat Groups – if the mine is used by bats for hibernation or breeding, then access depends on 
the number of bats involved.  If it is a reasonable number, you must liaise with the County bat 
group over when it is safe to use the mine without disturbing the bats. 
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 Caving Club or Cave Management Group – sometimes a local group or caving club will carry out 
preservation work on the mine or gate in return for access.  They are occasionally also given 
sole access control and you may have to negotiate access with them.  If such a situation exists, 
the landowner will normally tell you. 

 HM Mines Inspector – if you own or lease your own mine for the purposes of taking novices 
underground, you may find that you have to comply with additional regulations. 

 
3. ACCESS 

 
De Facto Access - It is sometimes difficult to find out who owns a mine and some sites are used regularly with no 
attempt by the owner to interfere with access. Some owners take the ‘don’t ask us and we won’t say no’ approach 
to permissions as a way of potentially limiting their liability. If you are intending to use a particular mine on a regular 
basis with novices, however, it is a good idea to make the effort to find the owner and get formal access permission. 
 
Allowed Access – Where a landowner is happy for cavers and mine explorers to visit their land but either requires 
prior notification or a knock on the door before any trip. 
 
Permit Controlled Access – Where a landowner or body permit access via a permit system. This may be delegated to 
a caving club or regional body to administer. Large parts of the Gwydyr Forest in North Wales belong to Natural 
Resources Wales, formerly the Forestry Commission, and they currently have an agreement requiring a simple visit 
to a website to gain a permit for visits. 
 
Paid Access – May also go hand in hand with allowed access or a permit controlled system. A ‘trespass’ fee is paid to 
the landowner or tenant in order to access the cave or mine on their land.  
 
No Access – There is a standing refusal of access to a cave or mine or land on which it is found. Remember that 
whereas you may be unsuccessful in negotiating access, others may fare better.  Don’t jeopardise future access 
discussions by trespassing when access has been refused.   


